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Rotational Molding Design Issues to Avoid
A number of commonly experienced design issues can be revealed during the initial design
discussions. With some direction or education, several of these issues can be avoided, which may
cause manufacturing or quality issues in production later. Continue reading on to learn how to avoid
some commonly experienced design issues that could plague your rotational molding design.
Flat Walls
Flat walls are one of the most common issues that plague a rotationally molded product design. Long
or large flat surfaces are difficult to achieve via the rotomolding process. Typically the rotational
molding process is trying to form a hollow vessel; the parts typically have little to no internal
structure. Experienced rotomolding professionals will know to avoid the large flat surfaces, trying to
break up the large flat areas by incorporating some structure or geometry to the product. This is often
achieved by adding ribs, kiss offs, even a crown or corporate logo to the surface.
Industry tolerances of the rotomoulding process are standard at 1%. Some molders can hold tighter
tolerances than this thru a multitude of ways. Shrinkage, warpage, cooling and various environmental
factors are all variables that have influence on the final molded product, these all need to be taken into
consideration initially during the rotational molding design phase. The industry standards for flatness
of a rotomolded product are ±.20" per inch. In conjunction with the other previously mentioned
variables, this could be further increased.
Material Flow
One of the vast differences of the rotational moulding process is that the raw materials are pulverized
to powder, where as many other plastics molding processes use pellets or film. During the cook cycle
part of the process, the air that is captured between the polymer particles is being heated in effort to
"cook out" all of the air. Because of the rotation and the powder materials, getting the material to flow
properly in the mold is a crucial step in the rotomolding process. Material that bridges between wall
surfaces is an issue that is commonly experienced in production. While it should be readily discovered
in the design process, novice engineers or rotomolders can sometimes miss or underestimate the
physical properties of the material to "bridge" or "web" between wall surfaces, not allowing the
material to flow through the mold. The restriction of the material flow will create voids in other areas
of the rotomolded product.
A general guide to avoiding material flow issues is for a minimum of 5x (times) the wall thickness
between any walls, ribs or surfaces in the product in effort to avoid material flow problems.
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Sharp Corners
As with most plastics molding processes, sharp corners are a production issue for the rotational
molding process. Sharp corners should be avoided when possible during the initial rotational molding
design stages when designing a product. Sharp edges minimize the ability of the materials to flow
throughout the mold during the molding process. Due to the lack of ability for the material to follow
thru mold effectively will most likely cause voids are other areas in the sharp corners to not fill in
properly where the material could not lay down of flow properly through the mold. Sharp edges also
tend to create stress risers in the product, developing an area capable of failure or fatigue.
Because of the necessary design to create a sharp corner in a rotationally molded product, sharp
corners typically will create a heat sink, an area that collects more heat in than other areas of the tool
or mold, thus building up thicker areas of wall thickness with thin inside corners.
The generally accepted work around for sharp edges in a rotomolded product is to add a radius to a
corner. This will enhance the final quality of the rotational molding design, while making the part
aesthetically appealing. An outside radius should be no less than .125" and should be as large as
possible. The inside corners of a corner should never be less than the nominal wall thickness of the
product. A poorly added radius could lead to future product failures. Avoid rotational molding design
issues like sharp corners at all costs!
Draft Angles
Draft angles are a critical component of rotational molding design. The design requirements for draft
angles are important to the success of rotomolded products as they are a primary feature to assist in
helping to release the parts from the mold as it cools. Geometry, heavy textures and even engraved
features such as logos, warning plates or gallon markers could require additional draft angle in
comparison to simple geometric shapes such as a block, cube or a cylinder, such as a vertical water
tank. Just as a general guide, engraved textures can typically function successfully with as little as 3
degrees of draft angle, while undercuts as well as protruding features may require as much as 5
degrees of draft.
Aesthetics
The rotational molding design process is critical to ensure that the aesthetics of the final product meets
or exceeds the client’s expectations. The repeatability of the aesthetics in a rotationally molded
designed product should be addressed as the design of the rotational molding project takes place. It is
important that the mold or the fixture for each project or product is carefully designed with final
aesthetics considered. The expectations of the final aesthetics should always be addressed in the design
phase to ensure that all of the details and features are captured to the customers specifications.

Designing for Rotational Molding
In conclusion, rotational molding offers far more flexibility in the design of products and components
and the necessary molds or tooling that is required for the rotational molding process. As mentioned
above, most tooling or molds can be modified after they are produced for changes or improvements
that could be made to the products or tooling. Due to the versatility of the rotomolding process, wall
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thickness changes of final products can be changed by modifying the shot weights of most products by
simply adding or removing materials to the pre-existing shot weight without modifying the molds.

Learn more at:
http://www.grangerplastics.com
https://www.rotationalmolding.com
https://www.rotomolding.com
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